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until a new engine was flown out from Heliopolis or
Hinaidi, depending on whether the aeroplane was down
west or east of L.G. R. In the case of Vernons the spare
engine was mounted on the lower plane, between the
starboard engine and the hull, and a sheerlegs, tackle and
portable trolley were carried in the hull itself. The
weight of these was considerable, and aeroplanes carrying
them could not carry their full petrol. An aeroplane
loaded with a spare engine, sheerlegs and tackle, could
carry four instead of seven hours' petrol.
In practice, if the distance to the forced-landed aero-
plane was great, the load was divided between two relief
aeroplanes, one carrying the new engine and the other the
gear. The Vernon with the spare engine would land
beside the Vernon needing it. The sheerlegs was set up
in front of the broken engine, which was swung out of its
bearers by means of cables passed round it, and lowered
on to a cradle of petrol tins. The portable trolley was
assembled and connected up to the runners of T-iron
on which the spare engine was mounted. This engine
could then be slid backwards off the lower plane on to the
trolley, which was wheeled round to the sheerlegs. It
wsls then picked up off the trolley, swung into the engine
bearers from which the broken engine had been removed,
bolted down and coupled up. Meanwhile the broken
engine was mounted on the trolley and taken to the relief
aeroplane. The trolley was coupled to the runners
again and the engine was slid up on to the lower plane
and made secure there. The trolley had then to be dis-
mantled and packed away inside the hull, the sheerlegs
had also to be stowed away, and the new engine fitted with
its propeller and run up on the ground to see if everything
was in order.

